
Interest Alignment Tool
Purpose
The Interest Alignment Tool (IAT) is used to assess whether one’s skills and duties are aligned 
with their interests.

When to Use the Interest Alignment Tool
The IAT is best suited to evaluate how well one’s current job or career aligns with their overall 
professional interests and career of choice. 

Benefits 
Completing the Interest Alignment Tool will provide:
• Increased understanding of one’s professional strengths and weaknesses
• Knowledge of the skills that require strengthening to be competent in one’s area of 

interest
• Opportunities to gain more years of experience or different types of experience
• Gap analysis between current skills and duties and those aligned with one’s ideal career

Analyzing Your Results
Answer the following questions after completing the IAT (see p.2 instructions and grid below)
• Is your current role primarily aligned (in your sweet spot), not aligned (in the fire pit) or 

somewhere in between?
• Are there areas in your opportunity zone that also overlap with the skills or duties in your 

targeted career interest?
• Are there opportunities to use your sweet spot to help you grow in other areas?
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Development Interest Meaning

Sweet Spot High High Areas that you are both 
competent and interested in

Burn Out Bench High Low
Skills or duties you do not 
enjoy despite being good at 
them

Opportunity Zone Low High
Areas you are interested in 
that require development or 
greater experience

Fire Pit Low Low Areas in which you are 
neither skilled nor interested
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Interest Alignment Tool
How to Complete the Assessment

Step One
Pages 3 and 4 present two different ways to complete step one of the assessment. The 
method you choose is entirely dependent on your preference. You may find it helpful to 
complete both: start with IAT page 3 to clearly brainstorm the skills and duties you are 
required to complete, afterwards, map out your entries on page 4 to clearly visualize your 
skill and duty development:

IAT Page 3 
1. First, identify all of the duties that you are required to carry out for your current job and 

write them in the first column.
2. Use the second column, labeled “Duty or Skill” to indicate that your entry is a duty
3. Indicate whether you are highly developed in the duty or not by indicating H (high) or L 

(low). Highly developed duties are those which you do well and/or have many years of 
experience in.

4. Indicate whether you are highly interested in the duty or not by indicating H (high) or L 
(low) in the fourth column.  Marking “H” indicates that you have interest in the duty (i.e. 
you enjoy performing the duty or are interested in learning more about it).

5. Repeat steps 1-4 for skills.

IAT Page 4
1. Think through each of the duties you perform for your current job and write them in the 

appropriate quadrant, based on your level of development and interest.
2. Repeat step 1 for skills.

Step Two (optional)
If your ultimate goal is career progression, it will be helpful to understand the duties and skills 
that your target opportunity requires or entails, and how they may line up with what you
currently do.
1. Use page 5 to identify the duties involved with your career of interest, and the skills that 

you will need to have. For example, if your goal is a particular title or position, what 
duties does that position fulfill and what skills are required to be successful? 

2. Finish the exercise by identifying whether there is overlap between your target career 
and your current job and duties on pages 2 and/or 3:
• If you completed page 3 to identify your current duties and skills, check off any 

overlapping items in the last column of the table.
• If you completed page 4 to identify your current duties and skills, circle any 

overlapping items.
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Interest Alignment Tool
Current Skills and Duties Documentation

Duty or 
Skill?

Development
(High or Low)

Interest
(High or Low) ✓
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Interest Alignment Tool
Current Skills and Duties Documentation
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Interest Alignment Tool
Ideal Career Skills and Duties Brainstorm

Skills
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